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Abstract :

Non destructive testing by neutron radiography has grown rapidly in Saclay

Nuclear Research Centre. The various applications of this new technique, as well

in the nuclear field as in the classical industry, have involved several devices more

or less sophisticated.

Three kinds of neutron radiography devices have been developed by Saclay

reactors department :

- underwater facilities for active rig or loop examination,

- out beam \vithout % for industrial applications,

- a special unit for the examination of hot fuels several meters long from

power plant.

The following paper will describe these devices and discuss their applications

and results.

Neutron radiography is an example of cooperation between several divisions

of Saclay reactors department, that is to say physicists and constructors.

The preliminary experiments have been done with ISIS reactor ten years ago.

These experiments and their first applications in the nuclear field have quickly led

to the design of particular devicej according to their purposes.
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I - The first kind of device is an underwater beam, the purpose of which is to

radiograph hot rigs and loops from the reactor where the device is set.

Four identical facilities have been built for OSIRIS, ISIS, TRITON, and BR2 in

Belgium. The figure N. 1 shows one of these devices in ISIS swimming pool. The

diverging collimator is a 2 .2 meters long with a variable input diaphragm. This allows

the L/D to vary between several hundred and one hundred according to the reactor flux

and the wanted quality. Without any modification, this unit can be used with an input
11 ~2 —1flux from 5 10 n cm s . The hot rig to be radiographed is placed in a special

can which fits up against the collimator by means of four air jacks. A liquid nitrogen

line runs to the top of the can and freezes water to form an ice collar between the object

and the can whatever the object shape may be. The water in the can is forced out with

forced air to leave only air around the object. The ice collar is monitored to keep

temperature just under 0 °C to prevent différentiel dilation consequences. Between

collimator and can, as well as between can and cassette, rubber seals and forced air

insure that no water lies from collimator aperture to the imaging foil. Transfer

technique is mainly used, that is to say Dy and In converter.

Picture N. 2 shows the special cassette and the operator, this cassette prevents

the converter handling. So, all work is remote with a protective water shield and

converter activity can be increased without any problem of biological protection.

Pictures 3 and 4 show neutron radiography of OSIRIS rigs' mini OC and Odile.

Rigs are often removed while the reactor is a full power, radiographed and reinserted.

II - The next device is specialized for industrial applications, that is to say inactive

samples. The direct method is mainly used due to its efficiency and quality, several

tens neutron radiographies per day can be done with only two persons.

Picture N. 5 shows a draught of this device on TRITON reactor where the out beam extends into

a room. The collimator has a conical shape with abismuth crystal to reduce gamma exposure.

This bismuth is cooled by the water pool. The L/D ratio is about 200, and the object
7 -2 -1

position flux, is 10 n cm s for 0.1 rbntgen per hour in ^. Collimator is filled

with helium to control waterproof and to increase the out flux. The beam diameter is
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around 30 cm at the object position but, generally, 18 x 24 cm is used as conventional

X-ray work. With a classical exposure time of five minutes ( Gado and Kodak film type

R single lay), there is no Y ray exposure. Vacuum cassettes and gadolinium deposit

made on site is used when sharpness is needed. The items are placed on a movable

platform (picture N. 6) and then they are transferred to the beam. The cassette is

automatically called back by a timing engine to prevent an exposure error.

Each year, several thousands industrial radiographs are taken in the following

areas : space programme, epoxy insulation for conductor, boron fiber, carbon deposit

in jet engine parts ( Boeing, Mac Donald, Douglas, Concorde aircrafts), alloys for

pacemaker, poison uniformity for nuclear fuel. Pictures 7 , 8 , 9 , 10 , 11 give some

examples of these kinds of applications.

The T. V. imaging system has been tried with device. We can tell that the

sharpness could not be as good as with classical method and the T. V. imaging system

must be used only for dynamic testing with video recorder to select the useful frames.

Hydraulic studies can be done with this method.

Ill - The third device to be described is a particular unit for neutron radiography

of hot fuel elements several meters long, from power plant. It is our main application

of track etch technique. ISIS, 800 kW, mock-up of OSIRIS was chosen for this new

installation.

The principle of this installation is the following ( Pictures 12 and 14) :

A 20 cm diameter hole was done in the concrete. This is the maximum diameter that

we were able to do so as to keep enough strength in case of core busting. A lead flask

(picture N. 13) is able to transfer the fuels with a 15 T new crane. These fuels pass

step by step in front of the window beam. A classical divergent collimator (picture 15)

has a variable L/D between one to two hundred. This ratio was determined to get

enough flux on the object with a view to achieve several meters of neutron radiography

in few hours. This medium collimation is balanced by a very short distance between

the fuel and the detector.
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For this kind of neutron radiography, transfer technique with Dy foil gives satis-

factory results and until now the examination of shorter fuel elements has been done

thanks to this technique. But, in this case transfer technique is not convenient wherever

many repetitive neutron radiography must be done. As a matter of fact, the decrease of

Dy does not allow using a one part converter ; on the other hand, the automatic irradiation

and exposure of several converters would be nearly impossible. Because of those reasons,

we tried cellulose nitrate for its integer and no decrease qualities.

Cellulose nitrate is a highly sensitive detector for heavy particules such as <^

and a no sensitive one for ¥ and thermal neutrons. These =< make small holes which

are enlarged by caustic soda.

This film can be coated with boron and lithium mixture for n ,&(. nuclear reaction

or a n , oL converter such as boron 10 can be pressed on the film during the irradiation.

In regard to the classical direct method, that is to say Gd + type R single lay, we can

tell cellulose nitrate efficiency is about equivalent and the sharpness too.

However, the practice of silver salt coat film in the industry involves systematic

copy .and cellulose nitrate complete processing becomes longer to the classical direct

method. With respect to the classical transfer technique, indium cannot be substituted

but cellulose nitrate may be compared to Dy technique. Our first conclusions are the

followings :

- The sharpness is obviously better ( c£ mean free path shorter than 9 of 1 Mev)

- Measurement is often easier with cellulose nitrate since the contrast is poorer

and a smaller difference of density between clad and fuel helps the space

measurement.

Application is our problem :

In our problem, the single processing after the whole exposure is the main thing,

and our new installation depends on cellulose nitrate integer quality. However, to

increase the efficiency, our converters are made of boron 10 deposit and, of course,

these converters are not coated on the film. During an exposure, cellulose nitrate is

pressed between two boron converters which step aside automatically at the time of

film transfer. A sweeping stuff prevents dust, these dust between converter and film

can be recorded stopping c^ particule.
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To keep this film as clean as possible, it is conditionned in roll pack like an

ordinary film.

An electronic device drives the whole installation with input of exposure time

(according to the reactor power) . After the end of each exposure, the electronic

sends one pulse to the camera (picture N. 16) to transfer one step of the film, and a

second pulse to the fuel carrying clectromecanic system . At the end of these several

exposures, the camera is getting out of the beam for cellulose nitrate processing.

After, a copy is done with an enlarger. This enlargcr was modified for an automatic

use. This new installation is just now in use. Pictures N. 17 , 18 show the results

with hot fuel by cellulose nitrate, but the result is better on the original neutron radio-

graphy.

We shall round off this paper by an opinion about cellulose nitrate. Processing,

including copy to enhance the contrast, is more difficult than classical methods, much

care and much time are needed, but that is balanced by a better sharpness than transfer

technique.



N.I - Underwater facility N.2 - Underwater transfer technique

N. 3 and 4 - Osiris rigs Mini OC and Odile
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N.8 - Brasures N . R . N. 9 - Hydraulic jacks

N. 10 - Part of kerosene injector N. 11 - Photo multiplier



N. 12 - N.R. installation on Isis reactor N. 13 - Lead flask
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N. 16 - Camera

N. 17 and 18 - N. R. of high and low burn up fuel from power plant


